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Maurice Hewins “Anniversaries” bash on May 12th.  Attracted plenty of our older
members, amongst them was Jenny Cornwell. Historically Jenny is part of the birth

of the Wessex Cave Club because her Father was Hywell Murrell, one of our founders.

Hywell was a distinguished academic, but more
directly for the club his wife Ruth designed our
Logo, with the Dragon holding one of Balch’s
Dependable Illuminants. So here is a highly topical
and appropriate photo of Hywell with Ruth
(“Pudge”) - Jenny’s Mother - and the Father of
Mendip Caving himself, H.E. Balch.
 Writing this brings it home to me that I am one
of our few current members to have known  Hywell,
Jack Duck and Frank Frost, and that as a club we
are still within living  memory years of our
founders; also that it has been a privilege to be one
of our journal editors. The journal contribution to
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the life of the club is reported on our web-site, and it seems worth repeating this here to emphasise the nature of the
continuity of the club’s history.

“The Club’s activities and achievements are fully recorded in its Journal and a series of Occasional Publications. By
tradition, the Journal has grown to be the medium through which the Wessex has become best known to the caving world.
Successive editors have maintained its somewhat unique mixture of news, reviews, exploration accounts and serious
papers, to establish the Journal amongst the best and most widely read of British caving periodicals. Since 1950, following
the completion of the early “Circulars”, (which have been collectively re-printed as Journal Volume 1), Journals have
been published regularly. They are now issued up to six times per year, and are professionally printed. Wessex publications
not only provide a complete record of the Club’s and member’s activities and interests at home and abroad, but also are
significant in maintaining the loyalty to the Club of those who, by absence or age, can no longer venture underground.
The Journal is also a significant contribution to the history of Mendip caving.”

I hope that someone reading this, in this issue, will feel that it is worth the effort to take it on in October and carry on
what amounts to a delightful record of the Wessex Cave Club’s life and activities. Most appropriately this page and the
following  ones feature a typically “Wessex” occasion linking  our club’s past to the present, and I have deliberately
chosen to emphasise the social side of our club life with a several  other pages of non-caving photographs.

Noel
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His combined event party..... his 80th. Birthday and the 60th. Anniversary
of his first caving trip, both of which came up in April.

This was a splendid party and reunion of old (and young !) lags. Seen among the guilty parties were:

Maurice and Judy (of course!), Jonathan, Emily and Wendy Williams, Rita and Malc Foyle, Becky Varns, Les, Wendy
and Chrispy Williams, Tommo, Noel, Rich and Andrea, John, Mike and Robert Thomas, Sarah Payne, Vern and Rosie
Freeman, Adrian and Jude Vanderplank, Aubrey Newport, Brian Hansford, Wayne Starsmore, James Collings, Jenna
Overstolz, Geoff Newton, Kushy Kousiounis , Pete and Ali Moody, Pete Hann, John Cooper, Mak and Jo, Barry and
Marion, Tim  Clements, Pauline and Phil, Brian and Brenda, Tony Dingle.

Jonathan Williams organised a superlative buffet for the evening and a couple of barrels of beer were despatched in
due course.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Maurice’s Caving log for his first caving weekend makes for fascinating reading.

“Sat 19th. To Sun 20th. April 1958
YF and Woking club trip to Priddy, camping at Main’s Barn. This was my first trip and we considered those who

had done one trip as veterans. There was much ragging of the newcomers by such veterans as Golding. Their trip down
Eastwater soon convinced some of them that there was more to caving then crawling through the Drainpipe.
 Though the Woking boys did a Goatchurch, as a first trip, we did Swildons and in fact went as far as the Double Pots.
The fact that it was the first, and last, trip for two of us had lead some people to plump for Goatchurch as a beginners
cave. I disagree.  Anyone who’s liable to crack-up easily will do so as easily in the entrance to Swildons, as he will do
in the Drainpipe.  On the other hand, if he “Survives”  Swildons will hold his enthusiasm more than Goatchurch. Caving
must never be made to  look easier than it is, or we’ll have more trouble similar to Vic Bennett’s in Eastwater.
 To return to the Saturday trip to Swildons: as far as I can remember, the new types were Pete Crosbey, John Hall,
Blotch Harding and myself. Our guides were Jonah and a bod from Bristol called Noel. We also had a couple of Woking
bods with some experience. I remember feeling as little worried as I followed John Hall through boulders at the entrance,
over the squeeze at the waterfall and round the Z bends. It all seemed so damned small, and John’s remarks like “You’ll
never get through this one” didn’t help much. Old Blotch behind me was finding it really uncomfortable, but he stuck

MauriCE  HEwins
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it out, at least on this trip.  It was quite a relief when we emerged from the “Short Dry” into the first chamber. It seemed
a lot further then than it does now, but then it was a few trips ago.
 After tapping a few curtains to make them “Ring” Noel lead us on to the Keyhole and the 40 foot. Down we went
with the waterfall going over our right shoulder to hit the left wall, and drenching most of us. Then we carried on to the
20 and finally to the Pots. Jonah, of course, living up to his name, told us they were 8ft. deep. We made sure not to fall
in. Then we made for the exit and as far as I can remember we emerged via the Wet Way some 4 hours after we had
entered.  For Blotch and John, it was their last trip. As for the rest, we were cold, we were wet, but we were cavers (of
sorts).
 That evening was spent in Main’s Barn, with the skiffle group. We had yet to discover the Hunters. On Sunday we
did Swildons again and had the lovely experience of putting on wet clothes for the first time. The Eastwater party and
the Woking boys also did Swildons and there was a lot of waiting at the ladder pitches. On this occasion I had no helmet
and wore a cheese-cutter and as luck would have it I hit my head while scrambling about on the rocks above the 40. By
the time we reached Sump 1 I had a shocking headache and began to feel sick. As a consequence I was a little less
interested in the formations than I might have been but I was still resolved to try caving again.....with a helmet.
 We had an enjoyable trip back in Jim Chant’s lorry (if it can be an enjoyable trip packed like sardines) and a tribute
was paid to Vic Bennett  E.L.S.A.N for the invaluable services rendered with his spade. Maurice

Ed: I’ve been called lots of things worse than “Bod”, but neither Maurice nor I realised that I had been his leader on his
introduction to our sport. What a happy coincidence!
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(All  photos:  Noel)
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Ed. The following article was published in the American NSS News in February 2018. Our thanks are due to Mark
for his permission to reproduce it here, and even more for his continued  invitation to use any and all of his

photographs to enhance the Wessex Cave Club Journal. This page: Meghalaya,    Page 31: Slovenia

My name is Mark Burkey.
I am a UK caver and photographer and have been fortunate enough to win a number of regional and national

photographic competitions as well as being published in many UK magazines and journals. I came to caving late at the
age of 30, 8 years ago and photography even later in 2013. I began with the usual sports trips and was soon heading
underground every weekend throughout the year. My local club has a well maintained website and blog where members
are encouraged to write up their trip reports. It was really because of these blog entries that I began to want  to add the
odd photograph. I started, as many do, with a waterproof point-and-click and was happy enough with this for many
months, but the club is also lucky to have another award winning photographer (Brendan Marris) and videophotographer
(Keith Edwards aka “Caver Keith”). Their blog posts very much raised the bar for me. I would often complain to my
wife how much better their shots were, until one birthday she presented me with my first flashgun and slave unit. She
has often moaned since that it was the beginning of the end, as soon I needed a better camera, more strobes, flash bulbs,
a more powerful computer - the works!

I now find myself unable to cave without 8 kilos of camera equipment slung over my shoulder and other club
members often joke that I would probably not be able to maintain proper balance if it were surgically removed from
me. On the plus side, as my photographs have improved so too has the willingness of my models to interrupt their caving
trips to help me take the shots. The other great thing about the addition of photographs to my hobby has been both the
friends I have made along the way and the opportunities I have been afforded. This year I was fortunate enough to be
invited on the Abode of the Clouds expedition to Meghalaya where kilometres of new cave awaited which no one had
ever set foot on, let alone photographed, before! I was also contacted and asked to help with media on an expedition to
Croatia in June. The unusual aspect of this request was that it would mean learning to cave dive to access the cave
itself*****. I’m not sure I would ever have had the opportunity to do something like this without having discovered
the love of cave photography. These days I shoot with a Nikon D810, mostly with my workhorse lens, the Nikkor 16
- 35mm. As standard I carry five Youngnuo560 IV strobes, which I control with the YN560-TX. This is all shoehorned
into a 1400 Peli case. The great advantage of using the YN560-TX controller is that I can control power and zoom of
each of the strobes from the camera and so the entire process is more efficient for hand-held shots and so, in turn, my
helpers are less likely to mutiny. In larger chambers and particularly where water is prevelant I have just begun dipping
my toe into the world of flash bulbs. These of course give a superbly even and powerful spread of light with the only
downside being that they are one use only and as old technology are gradually becoming rarer and more expensive to
source.
 If I’m lighting underwater then I would usually now use bulbs but have used clear Otter Boxes, cut bottles dipped in
the water and heat-sealed, heavy-duty bags on the strobes.

 My usual set-up these
days is to have the strobes
heat-sealed and wrapped
in heavy-duty plastic to
protect from mud and
grit, and to place in wet
areas, but would almost
always use bulbs to
submerge.
 What’s next? Well,
that’s the superb and
exciting thing with both
speleology and
photography: it can lead
anywhere, and given half
a chance, it often does.
Mark Burkey

Ed. ***** described in
WCC Journal 343.
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Wayne and Darren hinted that they were off to climb Snowdon, so I invited myself on their trip along with Jacob,
as it was half term for some father-son bonding time. As we were going up for a few days I got in touch with

Sharon from the YSS to ask about any caving/mine trips in the area. Luckily Sharon was also on holiday and was eager
to show us around. Wayne and Darren were not able to make it on the Monday, so we met Sharon at the Conway Falls
café just outside Betws-Y-Coed on the A5. This is also the base for ‘Go Below’ an outdoor adventure company who are
also very  accommodating towards cavers with information on local mines.

We set off to Rhiwbach slate mine which is about 20 minutes from the Conway Falls café on the B4406 towards
Penmachno. To get there you go through Penmachno and head on the no through road towards  Cwm Penmachno.
Parking is about a mile out of the village on the left. After kitting up we headed through the gate and immediately climbed
up the path on the right, the path on the left is the return after exiting the mine at the top.

After about 30 minutes we reached the Rhiwbach entrance, which is situated in the woods. The entrance is gated and you
need the code for the lock, luckily Sharon had this but I believe you can get this from ‘Go Below’ at the Conway Falls
cafe. We had SRT kit on as there are several traverses and an abseil to negotiate.

The mine was opened in 1861 and last worked 1964 but there are still some of the tracks and artefacts in place as if the
miners only left yesterday. As we made our way steadily climbing from entrance to exit following the main drag you
come to a lake which has to be crossed, so we volunteered Jacob to take the dingy across and fetch the other boat back
so we could leave a boat on both sides. ‘Go Below’ have put all the installation in the cave for their commercial trips but
are happy for cavers to use them but be considerate if they are leading groups
in the mine.
After negotiating the lake we made our way along some side passages as
the main tunnel is collapsed in places. We crossed several traverses and
even a small zip wire before a climb up to an abseil down (need your own
rope) into a larger mined passage, this then re-joined the main drag making
your way up through the mine, taking in some side passages before exiting
via the biggest gated entrance I have ever seen. The top gate is also locked
with the same code. After reaching daylight we made our way out of the
quarry and had a slight deviation to look at the abandoned working at the
top of the quarry including the winding house. For more info:
http://www.penmorfa.com/Rhiwbach/
We were all meeting up Monday night at the Pen Y Gwryd hotel, which
was very posh for cavers, well me anyway. As we arrived Wayne and Darren
were busy sampling the beer and a rough plan was hatched for our walk up
Snowdon the next day. Pen Y Gwryd hotel was used by the Everest

expedition as a
training base before
the successful fist
summit in 1953, so
a lot of artefacts are
gathered around the
hotel. Next morning as the gong summoned us for breakfast
Darren thought he gone back in time to 1953 as breakfast is very
English gentry style of that period, well I think Darren can
probably remember that far back.

We walked up the top of Snowdon from the hotel via a path just
below the hotel to the main carpark at Pen-Y-Pass. From here we
followed the other thousand or more people going up Snowdon
via the Pyg track, as we climbed Jacob obviously didn’t want to
hang with three old farts, obviously not cool, and decided to run

North Wales Half-Term
Bean, Jacob, Wayne & Darren
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up to the top. As we followed the ant trail to the top passing all sorts of people Darren engaged in conversation with a
cool looking lad in a hoody with the hood up in 20 degree plus heat. He kept passing us, stopping with heat exhaustion
then passing us again.  As we sat on the top for lunch before making our way back down via the Watkins path, which
was much quieter, before all running out of water just before the hotel, ahh beer O’clock.

Next day we were down to three as Wayne had a plasterer booked and then two as Darren had brought no caving kit
and was keen to stay injury free for Helmore’s 60th cycling trip. So Jacob and I collected the key from the Conway Falls
café via ‘Go Below’ for Cwmorthin mine. A £20 deposit and a form will get you the key and knowing a leader will

help. Sharon drove us to
Cwmorthin quarry,
Cwmorthin road which
is situated near Blaenau
Ffestiniog and then head
towards Tanygrisiau.
Parking at the end of
Cwmorthin road on the
left just before the
quarry entrance,
Cwmorthin mine is
about 30 minutes’ walk
up the track and around
the right hand side of the
lake. The mine is set
back from the path and
is locked; we changed
and put on our SRT kit.

Enter the entrance
tunnel and take the left
hand route until you
reach the top of the main
shaft, this is where all
the slate was brought up
from below. The

Cwmorthin quarry was opened up in 1810 and underground mining started about 1860. The mine was still operational
in the 1900 but eventually most of the machinery removed by 1970 by Maggie herself, though small scale mining was
recorded up till 1997. The mine was known locally as ‘slaughter mine’ as 21 deaths were recorded between 1875 and

1893 out of a workforce of 550.

On that happy note Sharon assured us the mine is
inspected yearly as it is used commercially and some
parts are out of bounds because of recent collapses.
The owner of ‘Go Below’ has spent thousands of
pounds and a vast amount of man power making the
mine safe. He has installed traverses, zip wires and
walkways throughout the mine for his fee paying
clients but is happy for cavers to use the mine but be
respectful of other groups in the mine, apparently he
owns the mining rights.
We made our way slowly down the mine on the
Cwmorthin back vein, through traversing around
several shafts and abseils (own rope needed for
abseils)

We eventually made our way to Oakley workings
part of the mine on the lower level, this is the newest



workings in the Cwmorthin mine but was worked from the Oakley quarry
where both mines are joined, and you can still see the drill holes connecting
both mines in the 1930’s. Apparently the Oakley miners were tunnelling
underneath the old Cwmorthin mine and were uneasy as by this time several
floors of the old Cwmorthin mine were full of water. When they eventually
connected thousands of tonnes of water was drained from the Cwmorthin

mine.
Many of Oakley mine
workings are still in place
with many of the huts and
winding gear present, with
tools and china in place as if
the miners left them days
ago. You are not allowed to
go out of the Oakley mine
into the Oakley quarry.

We made our way around
Oakley mine and back and up
to re-join Cwmorthin mine
and this is where the fun
really started, firstly with a via ferrata called the ‘corkscrew’ and then
about eight zip wires and walkways above the veins of the mine workings,
we were actually following the workings railway which you could still see
remnants of in place.

We eventually made our way back towards the entrance and up some stairs
with slate steps and daylight. We had been underground for about 4 hours
of fun. Many thanks to Sharon and the owners of ‘Go Below’ for allowing

us to use their mine. We did leave a donation for maintenance when we dropped the key off. Though I believe they don’t
mind cavers going in the mine I think knowing someone local helped and route finding is complex.

Bean

Admin   Oddments
Hatstand  reports that  Gloves are restocked in the sales cupboard.
Price is now back down to a nice round fiver.
If anyone takes pairs for working on the Hut etc please still write it up on the sheet so we can account for them from
the correct budget.

The “Working Weekend” 15 - 17 June was well supported and very productive. Full report in the next Wessex
Journal (348)
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The dates this year have changed from the August bank-holiday weekend.

The tackling and members week is now August 3rd  to 9th. The public week is Friday 10th  to Friday 17th  August
inclusive.

The Craven is a “Sister Club” with the Wessex and we are welcome to join in with the tackling week. If you intend
going up then and getting stuck into the preparation work, then it would be sensible and courteous to contact the organisers
on:  gapinggill@cravenpotholeclub.org first, and  the hut warden (John Webb) on hutwarden@cravenpotholeclub.org
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Saturday May 26 2018  - Monday May 28 2018

This year saw a Wessex return to the WSG cottage at Penderyn over the May bank-holiday weekend. Inevitably, on a
bank-holiday Friday, there were some journey horror-stories: Noel took 4 hours from Cirencester and Les some 3 hrs 30
from Cheddar (routing via Abergavenny and Brecon !).  21 members came on the weekend: Wayne, Damon, Paul Wilman
and Sam, Les, Wendy and Chrispy, Noel, Claire, Frank, Simon (Porter), Mike and Kim, Rich, Atti, Norbert and Csilla,
James, Kushy, Duncan and Miri (who stayed at the SWCC). With 6 members camping and Paul and Sam in their camping
van, there was no real pressure on the sleeping accommodation. Wayne suggested and organised a mass BBQ for Saturday
night and the weather held off for us...... just. Claire became Salad-creator for the event and with everyone bringing their

own meats there was the usual enormous surplus of ‘burgers, sausages, chicken bits and pork steaks..... almost all of
which was eaten. Keyword there: “Almost”..... Claire slightly over produced the Egg, Mayo and New Potato salad.
Suggestions for finishing it up ranged from sandwiches to soup! After the BBQ various pyromaniacs created a magnificent
bonfire and fire-pit. Kushy, Frank and Norbert seemed to be the guiltiest parties involved. The smoke helped repel the
accursed midges until, late on, rain arrived to end our evening, but the bonfire survived until our Monday departure. And
the caving???

Saturday May 26 2018 OFD Bottom to Top. Wayne, Noel, Mike, Kim, Damon, Kushy.

Noel’s last OFD “Through trip”, Wayne’s first time leading, Mike,Kim and Damon’s first ever OFD trip. Starting at the
SWCC we walked down past the bath-tub towards the cave entrance which smelled like dead things. The cave started
with a relaxing walk, upright, through the streamway (massive contrast to the Mendip caves I’m used to). The cave
quickly got a bit sporting, though, with some narrow bits, climbs and precarious traverses. We even managed to find a
tiny frog, no idea if that was its regular home, and an albino cave fish. At some point we were joined by an interloper
who must have got bored with the group he came in with - probably because of the photography - or because we were
more awesome! The second streamway was beautiful - I could have stayed there all day. The cave then turned into a
Giant’s Hole, Derbyshire crab-walk which was rich with fossils (although by this point I think everyone was too knackered
to notice). The big boulder chamber near the exit (or entrance to give it its proper name) was a welcome sight to many,
or at least it was until Noel and Wayne starting acting lost. We eventually found our way out and exited into glorious
sunshine. Hugs and tears as we celebrated Noel’s last OFD through-trip and our first. Thank you, Noel.   Kim Lake,
Mike Hood
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Same trip: Weetabix X 4 and Noel ready to go at 9am. Forgot Wellies, forgot stuff, and forgot some chocolate.5 hours
of caving; didn’ t remember much from last time. Impressive streamway, as usual (low conditions, thankfully) could be
a little shorter for my liking. The new hold up Maypole was “New”. Looked at the Trident and Judge on the way out.
Great to be with Noel on his supposed “Last OFD through-trip” - much kudos to the man, a real inspiration. Mike Kushy

Same trip: A trip preceded by nerves. Sort of semi-responsible for route finding for Wayne and Duncan. I knew it would
be hard and I loathe the hassle between 1 and 2. One damn thrutch after another, although I inveigled Damon into carrying
the small tapes pack. Even made a mistake I’d made before - down into the pot after the awkward double eyehole straddle.
That Diver’s Pitch By-Pass is the sting in the tail, a right B! I was thankful to arrive in Piccadilly, but conscious of the
energy used so far. Wayne doing a good job of leading and route-finding.... and maybe memorising! We had Duncan
with  us up front for the transit from 1 to 2 for the same reason. Rich joined us from Duncan’s group part way along,
having lost patience with photography and faffing pauses.  That little drop from Great Oxbow down into the stream was
as entertaining as always. There was little water, but the “Swirl” pot saw everyone immersed.  At the bloodsome little
climb just at the foot of the Maypole ladder, I hit the marathon runner’s “Wall”, so thereafter was motoring along slowly
and in neutral. Went underneath Wayne in the meanders and told  him, correctly, that he was climbing too early.... and
then overshot the correct climb up! Turned round, and came back to find Wayne coming to find me! So honours or
dishonours equal on that one, but very glad of a huge shove upward from Wayne on the bottom move. Thrutched up
knackered, but found time to visit the Trident and Judge on the way out. Out slowly, not just me, and route finding past
the brickyard was fine for once. Out into sunshine and a warm wind. Definitely my last 1 to 2 through-trip, fatigued and
quite emotional to recognise the fact. Thanks to Kim for the hug and the shoulder. It had to come one day, and there will
be more such cave exits in future. Sod it. Noel

Saturday May 26 2018 OFD Duncan, Atti, Norbert, Rich, Simon, Claire, Frank (Yes, that makes 7!)

Set off at a leisurely pace, no one knowing the correct route - Oh Well! As we had 6 in our group we decided to collect
a “Stray” on the way (Rich), but despatched him to the other group pre-exit, so that Frank wouldn’t get a telling-off
“Again” ! Things got a bit sketchy finding the Maypole inlet, but had plenty of fun tomb-stoning the many man-traps in
the streamway. Claire wibbled her way up Maypole standing on as many heads, shoulders and backs as possible. Quick
diversion to the Trident and Judge and mini-traverses. Exited to blue skies and sunshine. Excellent trip, Thanks, Duncan.
Claire

Sunday May 27 2018 OFD  Paul, Sam, Frank, Les, Crispy, James

Arrived at the ungodly hour of 11.00 only to find that trips to the Columns start at 12.00. Luckily for us the SWCC has
tea. 1230 got changed, 1245 headed up the hill. A debate took place as to the “Best” route to the cave......

Ed. I was on a walk to top entrance and then Pwll Byffre. After witnessing  a morning of Olympic quality faffing, I
couldn’t believe seeing them sit down on the tramway for  this debate!

Half the team went up the tramway. They had the better view, and arrived first. Les and Frank arrived second but only
because they were forced to stop and look at a hillock with contains Beetle Drive. Apparently its aven comes within 2
metres of the surface. Anyway, popped into OFD2 and headed down to the pitch into the Columns. Got cold waiting for
the pitch to be rigged and the five people before me to descend. Luckily we borrowed a rope from the SWCC which was
5 metres longer than the pitch.... which was better than ours.... which wasn’t!! Stood in the junction next to the columns
for 30 minutes and discussed many topics. The majority of the group decided to wait and climb back up the pitch. I chose
to head off after the BEC and take a tour of OFD 2. Left right, Left right, Left right, Timmos Table, Salubrious, Edward’s
Shortcut and back to the entrance. Headed back down the hill and arrived only 5 minutes after the rest! Frank

Sunday May 27 2018 Lygad lLwchwr Claire, Simon.

Dived sumps 1 - 5, Left Claire in chamber 5 and popped down to 6 to the cold (current?) dig site. Turned at scaffolding,
tubes, buckets, multitude of lines after 4 minutes at about 10 metres depth. Flow moderate, vis on the way in 0 - 2 metres,
vis on exit 0 - 0.5 metres. Very pleasant non-mine cave dive in Wales. Simon.
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Monday May 28 2018 Ogof Craig A Ffynnon  Mike kushy, James Collings, Atti and Norbert.

Took a while to get to the cave, the new road works put us off and we ended up on the wrong side of the valley. Took
25 minutes to get back to where we had to be a bit of a nightmare on the welsh backroads. Finally we arrived and the
weather was amazing. A super fast trip with the guys, Hall of Mountain Kings within 30 minutes easy,then to Helectite,
Norbert flew through the squeezes he moves well for such a big guy. Route finding was spot on too. We also took a look
at the 5th boulder choke and all wanted to press on but we didn’t know how long we had been caving for as being young
we were all under prepared with no time keeping devices. So we headed out, even quicker than before, slipped down
the final boulder choke like rats in a drain pipe! Out in exactly 3 hours!! Incredible we could have had a bit more play
time, but an amazing trip and end to our bank holiday caving weekend with the WCC. One day soon I'll do some extra
exploring in CAF there's a connection to the other caves there somewhere.  Mike Kushy.

All Penderyn  social photos:  Noel



A few more social
photos From the
Penderyn  Weekend
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On the (Alderley) Edge.
It was a wonderful weekend in April, the sun was
shining the DCC were out playing in the sun and a
number of the WCC ventured north to explore the
wondrous mines in the Cheshire mountains, I mean
hills. Since Mr Nix (the resident tog for the trip) and
myself were unable to at make it over on Saturday,
we make a short jaunt over via hyperspace on Sunday.
Upon arrival you could hardly tell it was an Open
Weekend for the DCC, I mean the copious numbers
of people wandering around in overalls helmets
adorned, the smell of mud in the air and of course the
obligatory ice cream van. After quickly establishing
we didn't have enough money for the parking machine
we set off in hunt of a caver like person, who looked
marginally like someone we knew. Ah yes, the
booming voice of the chairman, we followed the voice
and were soon to find Les and some slightly hungover
WCC and DCC cavers. After accosting a DCC
member for a dash badge for the carpark we set about
caving plans, having personally only frequented
Alderley Edge the once at NAMHO in (cough cough)
several years ago, it was a pleasure to get back there.

So lets go underground.... oh wait... Where is Crispy?
Getting an Ice Cream. Crispy returns. Where's Mr
Seddon? Selling stuff. Who else is coming? Me!
Where's Tully? Eventually we all congregated in one
place and made a slow walk up to the Engine Vein.
The workings evident here from the surface are fantastic and for those
who have not been, there is a wide and long expanse of shaft that has
been concreted over and it is a huge effort and looks pretty impressive,
well, from underneath it does, from above it just looks like a load of
concrete. Anyhow. Les lead the way, giving us a running commentary
of the mine, "there is blueite in these mines you know" and "greenite
and also" .... actually I better not go there for the younger readers.
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Anyway I never know how much of the commentary is fact or fiction but Mr
Williams (senior) certainly says it with enough conviction that I believe it. So
within about 5 minutes of getting underground I am in ore (sorry couldn't resist
the pun) of the mineral deposits and the deposition on the walls and a certain
photographer, for Anonymity purposes we will call him here, “Bill”, had his
camera out and in hand, and there it pretty much remained for the entire trip.

Down, down, down, we go on some fixed ladders. A lot of the pretties were
lit by flood lighting, compliments of the DCC and the open day <tips helmet
in thanks>. A the bottom of Engine Vein there is a little boat ride required;
well we had 9? people in our trip and we had three boats each taking between
two and four people and you need to ensure that at least one boat is left at one
end. It just reminded me of the riddle with the chicken and the grain and the
fox. Anyway, we worked it out. After the boat journey, we arrived in Wood
Mine and what a contrast it was. The working was very different and it was

much more like West Mine, from
what I recalled from my trip to
NAMHO. Some interesting little
climbs and the lot of stacks of good
quality ore, all awaiting processing.
** All photos:  Bill  Nix

If you want to know more about the mines, there is another open day in
September which I am more than likely to frequent, or you can take a look at
this book:

“The Alderley Edge Mines” by a long standing DCC
members Chris Carlon and Nigel Dibben

 Happy Mining Adventures

Becky
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Monday November 6 2017 Spider Hole NikNak, Will
Reed, Nick Butler, Mike K, Ade & Jude VdeP

Jude and Ade built walls in Nut Chamber. The rest cleared
30+ buckets back to the bottom of Four Tonne Shaft. Nice
draught. 2 hrs.Mike

Tuesday November 7 2017 GB Pete Hellier, Barnaby Page
(RFDCC), Matt Wright

Usual route down via Rift and Oxbows, then Bat Passage
“How white the formations are”; returning straight up the
streamway.  Matt had not been down GB for forty years!
Pete

Wednesday November 8 2017 Eastwater Pete Hellier,
Barnaby Page (RFDCC), Matt Wright

Potter round the Upper Series to re-acquaint Matt. Pete

Friday November 10 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Wayne Starsmore, Mike K, Ali Moody

Clearing last week’s bang. Three extra charges put in and
fired. 4 hrs. Geoff

Saturday November 11 2017 LVS Pete Buckley, Lee
Venning, Ali Moody, Mike K, Geoff Newton, John
Gisborne, John Cooper.

Finished clearing the end of Triassic Tunnel - all bang and
flood debris now removed from this area. Nice outward
draught and the conveyor belt was dry for the second week
running. At the end of the session John Cooper and John
Gisborne continued with the cementing work on the
boulders half-way down the main rift. Ali

Saturday November 11 2017 Brimble Pit  Pete Buckley,
Lee Venning, Ali Moody, Mike K

We were very concerned to find that the padlock had been
removed from the cave since our last visit. This dig site
is locked because of the very high levels of CO2
encountered in the summer months. Leaving Mike and
Lee clearing the brambles in the entrance depression, Ali
and Pete descended to the bottom to check on the quality
of the air. This had improved since our visit in August
although it would still not be possible to work here with
a full team. The bottom passage has been washed clear
and is now beautiful red and white limestone... very

log-book ExtraCts
attractive. Two newts rescued from the cave and the
entrance re-locked. Ali

Sunday November 12 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K, Geoff
Newton, Wayne Starsmore

Didn’t smell too badly of bang today. The 3 charges
didn’t do quite what we thought, but a metre of progress.
Cleared and drilled 5 holes.3 hrs. Mike

Sunday November 12 2017 Swildons Claire Cohen, John
Cooper, Clive Westlake, Lee Hawkswell

Photographing formations just upstream of Sump 2hrs.
John

Monday November 13 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
NikNak, Tony Seddon

Took in replacement ladder (Temporary: 2 X 7.5m, 3mm
wire) for bottom part of Nut Pitch.  Removed ladder up
above top of Four Tonne Shaft and brought it out.
Hauled 21 loads up bottom shaft. Very drippy!!  Now
needs banging again. Plenty of spoil to haul up Four
Tonne Shaft now.  2 hrs. John

Wednesday November 15 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John
Cooper, Aubrey Newport

6 holes for 40gms drilled.  1 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday November 15 2017 Swildons Rich Carey,
Alba Ni

Sump 1 via Barnes Loop, out via inclined rift. Rich

Friday November 17 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Wayne Starsmore

Finished clearing spoil back to Strike Chamber, which
is getting more like Strike Passage! Geoff

Saturday November 18 2017 LVS then Brimble Pit Lee
Venning, Ali Moody, John Cooper

Banged LVS for the last time this year.... Maybe, then
banged Brimble Pit and installed a new sign.  Lee

Saturday November 18 2017 Cuckoo Cleeves Becky
Varnes, Bill Nix, Matt Wire
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My first trip into Cuckoo. The ladder pitch was shorter
than advertised and a nice easy entrance. The cave itself
was spectacular; a mish-mash between Rods and
Eastwater. The colours and contrasts of the rocks were
very different from the aforementioned caves. The air
quality through the cave deteriorated down to Pure Rift
so we didn’t get to the lakes. Maybe next time. Great
trip,  great company, snaps to follow. Becky

Sunday November 19 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton

Now that the Gloopy Pool dig is redundant it is time to
remove tackle, rubbish and un-needed tools. Took out
a drain-rod set and assorted rubbish to surface. Also
moved four buckets and  two drag-trays and assorted
ropes to near the start of the current dig, in case they
were needed there. No need to go back now to this
unpleasant / sporting place. Geoff

Sunday November 19 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell, Roz Simmonds

Went and sorted out the syphon at the first Trouble.
Measured it and established it was long enough, so cut
it into two sections. Now works fine. There was a bat
roosting at the top of Shatter Pot on the side opposite
the hangers. Cave quite busy, but no delays. 2 1/4 hrs.
John

Sunday November 19 2017 Swildons Maurice Hewins,
Jonathan Williams

Went to Swildons with my carer, Jonathan Williams.
59 years since my first trip and 3 years since my last.
Went in via ZigZags and Short Dry to the Old Grotto
and on to Water Chamber. Out via Long Dry and
somewhat changed wet boulders beyond Binnie’s Link.
Cave alive with streams of water in all routes, and my
mind full of memories. Just about crawled out at the
end.
 “Safe behind a beer mug, dry, and warm and fed,
Tales of caving prowess went right through my head”
(Lines from an almost forgotten caving song, circa 1960)
Maurice

Monday November 20 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Will Reed, Ade VdeP

Reduced team so only 28 loads hauled up Four Tonne
shaft. Very wet !!! 2 1/4 hrs. John

Tuesday November 21 2017 Eastwater Mike K, Steve
Church

So, nice wet entrance to the cave this evening. I’ve never
seen it quite this wet.... odd considering that there’s been
no rain recently. Woggle Press in, down to the

Crossroads and 1st Rift Chamber. Up Dark Cars and
Sunglasses. Had someone with me through the squeezes,
finally!! Very impressive, there’s a climb back up and on
yourself after the initial squeeze; stunning flowstone.
Hallelujah Hole on exit, and a nice push through the water
before the end. 2 ½ hrs. Mike

Tuesday November 21 2017 Hunters Lodge Inn Sink
Terry Waller, Derek Sanderson

Pewter Pot was surprisingly wet. A sizeable stream was
falling into Slop 3. Didn’t get into Broon Ale Boulevard as
the water in the canal was nearly to the roof. 2 hrs. Terry

Thursday November 23 2017 Swildons Pete Hall

Only been to Shatter Series once before, as far as Pirate
Chamber, and remember having trouble bailing the second
duck. Took in a new bailing bucket which worked a treat
and saw the duck down to a pleasant wallow in no time.
Had a look at the start of Causer’s Calamity before heading
on to Shatter Chamber and the start of Paschendale.  Had a
look at some of the high-level bits in the main streamway
on the way out: there’s a lot up there I’ve walked under 100
times! 4 ½ hrs. Pete

Saturday November 25 2017 Brimble Pit John Cooper,
Mike K, Ali Moody

Cleared spoil, then drilled the next boulder which should
now be crystals. Need a few cementing sessions next. 1 hr.
John

Saturday November 25 2017 Sludge Pit Ali Moody, Mike
K, John Cooper

Setting off charges. Everything went well. 1 ½ hrs. Mike

Monday November 27 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K (solo)

Retrieving bang wire from the weekend and an initial
clearance to the foot of the 3m climb down, which will help
me and Geoff on Friday greatly. Good news, plenty of space
at the foot of the climb to hold a whole load of bang spoil.
Looks like we are in a rift with spoil on the left and cherty
limestone on the right. Halfway through digging a
slumping, slow noise was heard, further ahead and then the
air movement slowed and the passage became very full of
condensation. Towards the finish the air movement had
picked up again and all cleared. 3 ½ hrs. Mike

Tuesday November 28 2017 GB Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

Short of time so went down to the Bridge, but in, and out,
via very wet Devil’s Elbow route. 1 hr 20.  Terry
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Monday November 27 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Ade VdeP

Short of diggers so just changed the 3mm wire ladder on
the bottom of the Nut Pitch for a 4mm one. ½ hr. John

Tuesday November 28 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Drilling holes. Quite damp today. 1 ½ hrs. Mike

Wednesday December 27 2017 Brimble Pit John Cooper,
Ali Moody

Good four mix cementing session, to continue with the
by-pass by the first big wall. This new route is now really
passable, therefore allowing us, in the future, to use the
big wall area for spoil dumping. Ali

Friday December 1 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,

Had another look at the Strike Chamber dig. Took out
some rocks and clatch, working up to the boulder that
nearly did for Kushy.  Made the boulder a little smaller -
almost small enough to move.  If I bring in a hammer next
time it might go. The good news is that there appears to
be open passage beyond.  The bad news is that it may be
headed towards Aragonite Rift. Geoff

Saturday December 2 2017 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley,
Chris Bonner, John Cooper, Mike K, Ali Moody, Geoff
Newton.

Leaving John to continue with the cement work, the rest
of the team went further down the cave to clear the debris
for the last bang. Unfortunately the work face proved to
be too constricted to clear. Five holes and a large
traditional charge used to enlarge the squeeze and to take
off the next buttress. Ali

Saturday December 2 2017 Swildons Ali Moody, Chris
Milne, Jim & Aaron Varley

Short Round Trip, in reverse, to see if the larger members
of the team could fit through the Birthday Squeeze........
Not!! Chris

Sunday December 3 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell, Chris Howell, Roz Simmonds, Barry Weaver.

Sump 1.  1 ½ hrs. John

Monday December 4 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Mike K, NikNak, Ade & June VdeP

Enough people this evening to haul 42 loads up Four
Tonne Shaft (Jude and NikNak said it was  43) There is

still a bit of spoil at the bottom of Four Tonne Shaft...  10
loads according to Ade.  A lot drier than the past couple
of times!  John

Friday December 8 2017 Swildons Ali Moody, John
Cooper, Mike K, Sarah Payne, Wayne Starsmore

Trip to Water Chamber to set up for the “2nd Saturday”
Christmas trip. 9 tackle sacks in, containing food, ginger
beer and Christmas decorations.  Tables and tree set up,
Elf and present sacks hidden somewhere by Mike.
Thanks to everyone for their help - a smooth operation.
Wayne

Friday December 8 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton

Carrying on from Friday 1st in the dig beneath Strike
Chamber. Removed the offending boulder and some other
spoil. Extended the dig by about 2 body-lengths, but
stopped by rock projections. Dig is a muddy, steeply
descending tube with a trickle in the floor. Geoff

Saturday December 9 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton,
Mike K.

Mike hammered away at rock projections and was able
to push another body-length plus before the passage
became choked with rubble and clatch. Two bats roosting
at the end. Fortunately we won’t be returning to disturb
them. Alas, I was able to get to where Mike got to so we
both ended up absolutely plastered in mud. Another dig
written off.  Geoff

Tuesday December 5 2017 Finnish Caving Society Trip
Mika  Ahuenn, Jutta Palim, Pasi Shominen and Velna
Aho, guest starring Richard Sore, and trips guided by
Duncan Simey (Swildons, Eastwater, Upper Flood) and
Richard Carey (Upper Flood).

The Finns had a brilliant time staying at the Wessex! Over
our 6 day visit we managed to visit a total of 8 caves.
Swildons (Sump 2 and back). Goatchurch, Sidcot, GB
(with Ladder Dig extennsions), Eastwater (Upper series
round trip), Bath to Rods (through trip), Upper Flood (to
Neverland and back), as well as one dig (Cutlers Green).
We thoroughly enjoyed the varied caving, from the big
passages of GB to the crawly squeezes of Upper Flood,
and the relentless physicality of Eastwater.  We had a lot
of fun doing our own route finding in Goatchurch (where
we think we found - and some of us did - both “Bloody
Tight” and “Hellish Tight”. And in Bath to Rods, where
we didn’t get caught on a ledge, with pull-through
troubles, although it was close! Thank you also for the
cosy Christmas meal on our last night! We had good
timing to be around for that! And once more thanks to
our local friends, Miri and Duncan for all their help.
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Sunday December 10 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K

Clearing spoil from Intermediate to Strike. 1 hr. Mike

Saturday December 9 2017 Swildons John Cooper,
Wayne Starsmore

Setting up for the Great Elf Hunt. 1 ½ hrs. John

Sunday December 10 2017 Swildons Darren Chapman,
John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell, Wayne Starsmore, Barry
Weaver, Clive Westlake.

A lot of brown frothy water in the streamway today.
Wayne came in about an hour after the rest of the party.
Clive and Lee decided that the 8 foot drop was too wet
without a handline, so we went back to the Water
Chamber and started packing things away; joined by
Wayne to finish off.  Barry and John decided to turn
round at Tratman’s Temple, leaving Darren to visit
Sump 1 on his own - he caught up at the Twenty. Back
out via the Water Chamber and collected the 2
remaining bags, and were back at Upper Pitts just after
the other half. 1 ½ hrs. John

Monday December 11 2017 Swildons Martin Robson,
Tatiana Sevorkyan

A short and wet trip to Sump 2. Lots of brown, frothy
water and all a bit chilly. The customary underground
picnic was omitted in favour of a warming, swift exit.
Martin.

Monday December 11 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
Will Reed, NikNak,

With Will filling the buckets and John stacking 42 loads
were removed from the very bottom and left at the
bottom of Four Tonne Shaft.  More spoil remaining;
dripping again tonight. 2 ½ hrs. John

Tuesday December 05 2017  Upper Flood Swallet
Derek Sanderson, Terry Waller, Jude VdeP

Top quality trip to Royal Icing and start of Neverland.
3 hrs. 30.  Derek

Sunday December 17 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee
Hawkswell, Roz Simmonds, Barry Weaver, Mark
Helmore.

Trip to Sump 2. No one else in the cave. Normal winter
water levels. Mark as far as Sump 1. 1 ½ hrs.  John

Monday December 18 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper,
NikNak, Ade & Jude VdeP

Hauling spoil up the bottom shaft. 32 loads de posited at
the foot of Four Tonne Shaft. Only a little bit left.  2 ½ hrs.
John

Sunday December 17 2017 Swildons Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson.

Spent a a happy 1 hr 5 mins in the Upper Series not getting
wet! Terry

Saturday December 16 2017  Brimble Pit Pete Buckley,
John Gisborne, John Cooper, Ali Moody Mike K

Carried 4 bags of sand and 4 bags of cement (½ bags). Left
for future use.  Spoil removed from sharp end to
intermediate stacking space which is now full. More spoil
created before leaving.  3 hrs. John C

Saturday December 23 2017 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley,
Geoff Newton, Ali Moody, John Cooper

Cementing session to start building a new retaining wall to
block off the pot above Station 14. More work on the
by-pass and with the removal of one more flake next session
this should be nearly complete. Ali

Monday December 25 2017 Swildons John Cooper

Solo trip to Sump 1. In Short Dry, out Wet. No one else
seen in cave.   John

Thursday December 28 2017 Brimble Pit Pete Buckle, Ali
Moody, Geoff Newton

The Brombles carried on cementing a spoil stacking wall
in place in Brimbleton. Large flake removed from all of
by-pass now makes entry and exit much easier. Lots brought
up from intermediate stack area. Geoff mixed 4 loads of
cement, which Ali used, whilst Pete shifted spoil to new
wall. Cold outside, good draught inside. 3 ½ hrs.  A Happy
New Year to all our readers!
Pete

Friday December 29 2017 Sludge Pit Ben, Dan, Sam and
Tim Kent
First trip into Sludge Pit. Good trip to explore around a
different cave - saw most of it. Boulder Chamber, Fault
Passage, Main Rift to sump. Maze, 4 Pots and Tributary
Passage and part of Skeleton Series.  Out through Aragonite
Rift and Strike Chamber. An Ace family day out! Sam was
even smiling on the pitch! 3 ½ hrs. Tim

Saturday December 30 2017 Swildons  Bean, Jacob

Bean and young Jacob to Sump 1. Water levels sporting for
the boy. 1 ½ hrs. Bean
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Back Cover Upper Flood
“Neverland”    Photo: Mark Burkey

Saturday December 30 2017 Mitchell’s Dig Pete
Hann, Ade VdeP, Barry Wilkinson

2 buckets of cement to repair the dig face where the
dig destroyer (aka AVDP) broke it last week.
Draughting well, ready for capping next week. Barry

Saturday December 30 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody,
John Cooper, John Gisborne, Mike K, Lee Venning,
Geoff Newton.

Ali and John (?) Wall building while the others fetched
large rocks from the sharp end for the wall.  Then
intermediate stacking cleared and put behind the wall.
Then Ali and Geoff finished the wall building whilst
the others left for tea and cake. Good echo at the
bottom. Geoff

Sunday December 31 2017 Swildons Mike K, Dave
Ball, Steve Church, Dave Cook (not Cookie).
Aim was to do the short round trip, but the Mud Sump
was very full of water and backed-up to the bailing pit.
So, on to Sump 1 and explore above the streamway.
Wet Way out. I’m sure the boulder floor inside the
entrance had dropped since the candle-light Elf trip. 2
½ hrs. Mike

Sunday December 31 2017 Cuckoo Cleeves Aaron
Varley, Jim, Simon, Izzy

Down to the entrance to Lake Passage. Aaron got to
Lake Chamber, and Izzy got close. Izzy’s first ladder
pitch.  Aaron

We welcome the following
           new members

Jessica Eades
Martyn Grayson
Jenna Overstolz

David Cook (another “Cookie”)
Andrew Atkinson

Robert Harper (“Rob”) ...Rejoining

Monday January 1 2018 Swildons Pete Hall

Planned to go to Sump 12 for New Year’s Day trip, but
recent wet weather upset that plan! Pretty wet all the way
through and visibility pretty much zero through the sumps.
7 by-pass was sumped and felt like a cylinder-off job in 6
inches vis, so decided to turn back. 5 hrs. Pete

Tuesday January 2 2018 Swildons Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

Very wet, so have Christened the New Year. Terry

Tuesday January 2 2018 Spider Hole James Collings, Mike
K, NikNak, John Cooper, Ade &Jude VdeP.

42 loads hauled up 4 Tonne Shaft. Could have done more,
but that was about 50% of what was there.  1 ½ hrs. John

Friday January 5 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike K

Big clearing session from the dig face to 7 Ways.  3 ½ hrs.
Geoff

Monday January 1 2018 OFD Mike K, Les and Chris
Williams, Robin

Organised trip to the Columns, had a look at downstream
and the short round trip near there.  Then to Arete
Chamber, and down Salubrious to look at the Trident and
the Judge. Went to listen to the torrent from the lower
stream (wouldn’t like to be caught in that !!). Up the big
boulder slope to Gnome Passage and then out.  4 ½ hrs.
Mike
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